MEGAN PULS
Megan Puls is one of the Gold Coast's most successful potters. She established herself 15 years ago on
the Mid North Coast of New South Wales and behind this success, like many accomplished artists, lie
many years of hard work, and perhaps more importantly, many years of learning and experience.
Megan was attracted to pottery at an early age and consequently took it up seriously in her early 20's. She
began making domestic ware and immediately found a market for her work, becoming well known locally
where she continued making domestic ware for the next 12 years.
From the Mid North Coast she moved to the Gold Coast and took a job as a production potter at a well
known local gallery. Here she spent many hours at the wheel learning the proficiencies of this art which
underpin all that she does now. Out of this experience came the ability to throw very large pieces, much
larger than a person of her size would normally throw. On some days she would throw in excess of 150
pieces! From domestic ware she moved on to garden ware and then into her preferred area of large bowls,
platters and one off exhibition pieces. Megan describes that time as being professionally a very happy
period of her life.
The next stage came in August 1996 when she decided to open her own studio at Clagriaba. This was a
very rewarding decision, and she exhibited regularly in galleries all over Australia. Her first major
exhibition was at the Bruce Watling Galleries on the Gold Coast at which she exhibited 80 pieces and sold
virtually all of them.
This exhibition showed her "Lava Flow Collection" which was so named because of the predominant
copper red glazes she used. She also used white shino and black oxide glazes, many of which were
combined in such a way as to produce brilliant, and at times dramatic effects of great beauty. She fired
these pieces so that the glazes crawled and gathered, forming hills and craters typical of hot lava.
"I liken the forces of a volcano to the forces of a kiln, as they
both change the nature of the substances within them forever."
Megan has now taken this theme a step further. While remaining with these same basic glazes she has
produced her next series which she has called "The Obsidian Obsession." Obsidian is a glassy black
volcanic rock. Megan's new work exemplifies the nature of this rock through the clay and glazes she
shapes via the heat of the volcano (her kiln).
"New forms are created from the hot lava flow. They begin as white hot,
then change to red and then ultimately to obsidian black."
Recently for her large wheel thrown vessels and platters she has used white stoneware and raku clays
combined with a palate of Shino, Japanese Copper Red and Raku glazes. All of these pieces are reduction
fired to 1300 degrees centigrade, pushing the clays and the glazes to the limit.
"My focus and inspiration come from the core of the earth" she says
which she then likens to the core of human creativity, "as the volcano erupts
and the lava begins to flow, new forms are created."
To anybody observing her work over the last few years, considerable change is evident. What she is doing
with glazes is superb. She will continue to move forward at this remarkable pace and the sky is her limit.

